
Class Strategy
Max. 4

Card Selection
Max. 3

Mana Base
Max. 4

Commander(s)
Max. 4

Unfocused
1 point

Multiple strategies; may
lack synergy

Cards may not aid strategy

No identifiable win-con
(besides combat damage)

Executes strategy leisurely

Many inefficient card
choices

Lacks interaction &
consistency

Few standalones
and/or staples

Many ETB tapped lands

Inefficient mana
sources

Few utility lands

Ability to cast spells on
time dubious

Thematic

Used for color
identity

Unrelated to
strategy

Focused
2 point

Broad primary strategy

Generalist cards

Identifiable win-con =
3+ cards/ conditions

Executes strategy
intentionally

Mixed efficiency
card choices

Sub-par ratio of
interaction &
consistency

Some standalones
and/or staples

Some ETB tapped

Mixed efficiency mana
sources

Some utility lands

Ability to cast spells on
time decent

Fits deck strategy

Generates high
value over time

Powerful but NOT
a must remove
threat

Tuned
3 point

Defined strategy; multiple
with high synergy

Cards focused on strategy

1+ identifiable win-con(s)=
2-3 cards/conditions

Executes strategy quickly

Many efficient card
choices

Suitable ratio of
interaction &
consistency

Many staples and
standalones

Untapped lands
prioritized

Efficient mana sources

Good use of utility
lands

Able to cast spells on
time

High synergy with
deck strategy

Impactful

Snowballs quickly
if not removed

Optimized
4 point

Highly refined strategy

All cards aid strategy

Consistent lines to 1+ win
con(s)

Executes strategy quickly
AND threatens win

Mostly efficient card
choices

Good ratio of
interaction &
consistency

Lean curve/avg. CMC

Very efficient mana
sources

Impactful use of utility
lands

Able to cast spells
ahead of curve

Must remove
threat

Can win the game

Standalone

Total
14-22 Unfocused | 23-32 Focused | 33-42 Tuned | 42+ Optimized
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